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Abstract
Single-station PPP-RTK is a special case of PPP-RTK in that corrections are computed, instead of a network, by only
one single GNSS receiver. The present contribution aims to develop a framework to generate multi-epoch, single-station
corrections, thereby providing PPP-RTK users the capability to time-predict corrections that are subject to time delay or
latency. By presenting analytical expressions of the user ambiguity variance matrix, we address how the ambiguity resolution
performance is driven by the correction latency and therefore by the uncertainty involved in the time-prediction of single-
station PPP-RTK corrections. Supported by numerical results, our analytical study shows that the number of satellites and
number of frequencies work in tandem to enable one to increase the correction latency, yet ensuring successful single-receiver
ambiguity resolution.

Keywords Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) · Single-station PPP-RTK · S-bases · Integer ambiguity resolution
(IAR) · Latency

1 Introduction

Integer ambiguity resolution enabled precise point position-
ing (PPP-RTK) extends the PPP concept (Heroux and Kouba
1995; Zumberge et al. 1997) by providing single-receiver
users, next to the network-derived orbits and clocks, also
information about the satellite biases and (optionally) atmo-
spheric delays (Wubbena et al. 2005; Teunissen et al. 2010).
This information, when properly provided, enables recov-
ery of the integerness of the user ambiguities, thus enabling
single-receiver ambiguity resolution. In this contribution we
discuss a special case of PPP-RTK, single-station PPP-RTK,
in which the network consists of only one single reference
receiver. Particular attention will be given to the role of the
correction latency, i.e. the delay in time after the PPP-RTK
corrections are generated and the time they are applied to the
user data.

The concept of single-station PPP-RTK was introduced
by Khodabandeh and Teunissen (2015), in that a proper set
of estimable parameters of a singleGNSS stationwere shown
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to act as if they are the satellite clocks and phase/code biases,
respectively. Similar to its network-based variants presented
in, e.g. (Ge et al. 2008; Laurichesse et al. 2009; Collins et al.
2010; Bertiger et al. 2010; Odijk et al. 2015), single-station
PPP-RTK has the potential of benefiting from an efficient
state-space packaging of the corrections to reduce their trans-
mission rate, i.e. the frequencywithwhich the corrections are
to be provided to the user. A reduction in the transmission rate
comes at the cost of delayed corrections. Consequently, the
user is required to time-predict the corrections so as to bridge
the gap between the corrections’ generation time and the user
positioning time. It is therefore the goal of the present contri-
bution to develop a framework to generate and time-predict
multi-epoch, single-station PPP-RTK corrections, thereby
addressing the impact the correction latency has on the user
ambiguity resolution performance.

The importance of such single-station framework is three-
fold, which is well appreciated in the light of the recent
proliferation of low-costGNSS sensors (Banville et al. 2019).
Firstly, as the PPP-RTK corrections are network-adjusted
versions of their single-station counterparts (Khodabandeh
and Teunissen 2015), a careful study of their multi-epoch,
single-station formulation provides insight into the quality
of such corrections. Secondly, as the rapid growth in the
number of network receivers demands an efficient way of
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data processing in terms of computational capacity, one may
choose to decentralize the underlying data processing and
distribute the task of the computing centre across individ-
ual network receivers (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2019).
This, in turn, paves the way for various cooperative and
peer-to-peer applications, see e.g. (Deambrogio et al. 2010).
Thirdly, the single-station PPP-RTK concept offers the capa-
bilities of network-based correction providers to individual
single-station receivers, thereby realizing low-cost position-
ing infrastructure.

This contribution is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
discuss the fine distinction between single-station PPP-RTK
and single-baseline RTK. How their respective corrections
are related to one another is addressed. The advantage of
using single-station PPP-RTK comes to the fore when one
exploits the distinct temporal properties of the GNSS indi-
vidual parameters to send them in their estimable form, each
with its own transmission rate, to the user. In Sect. 3, we
show how this can be realized through an application of S-
system theory (Baarda 1973; Teunissen 1985). For a class
of polynomial dynamic models, single-receiver estimable
parameters of both the PPP-RTK provider and user are iden-
tified. These estimable parameters are shown to inherit the
temporal properties of their original counterparts. In Sect. 4,
we present closed-form expressions for the user ambiguity
variance matrix and analyse the impact the latency has on the
single-receiver ambiguity resolution performance. Our ana-
lytical study benefits from the single-epoch building blocks
of the ambiguity variance matrix. In Sect. 5, we quantify the
extent to which the precision of the user ambiguity solutions
differs from that of their minimum-variance versions, when
the user ignores the corrections’ uncertainty by treating them
as nonrandom, i.e. deterministic. Finally, a summary with
conclusions is provided in Sect. 6.

2 RTK versus single-station PPP-RTK

The ultimate goal of both network-RTK and PPP-RTK is
to deliver integer ambiguity-resolved solutions for single-
receiver users. The fine distinction of these twomethods, and
their single-station versions, can be best explained through
the effect of their products serving as corrections on the
single-receiver user observations. We hereby start with the
user observation equations and highlight why single-receiver
user ambiguity resolution cannot stand on its own, requiring
corrections from an external provider.

2.1 Single-receiver observation equations

Let Δφs
u, j and Δpsu, j , respectively, denote the observed-

minus-computed phase and code observables of satellite s
(s = 1, . . . ,m) on frequency j ( j = 1, . . . , f ) that are

collected by the user receiver u. If we make use of the multi-
frequency vector notation Δφs

u = [Δφs
u,1,. . .,Δφs

u, f ]T and

Δpsu =[Δpsu,1, . . . , Δpsu, f ]T , the user observation equations
can be expressed as (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015)

E(Δφs
u) = eΔρs

u + e (dtu − dts) − μ ιsu + Λ(zsu + δu − δs)

E(Δpsu) = eΔρs
u + e (dtu − dts) + μ ιsu + du − ds

(1)

with E(·) being the expectation operator. The receiver-
satellite range increment Δρs

u is parameterized in terms
of the ν-vector Δxu containing the user’s position incre-
ments and/or the zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD). Param-
eter ν can take the values ν = 3 (position-only model),
ν = 1 (ZTD-only model) or ν = 4 (position-plus-ZTD
model). Thus, Δρs

u = gsu
TΔxu , with the ν-vector gsu

containing the receiver-satellite direction vector and/or the
tropospheric mapping function. Here and in the follow-
ing, the precise orbital corrections are assumed included
in the observed-minus-computed observables. The diagonal
matrix Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λ f ), formed by the wavelengths
λ j , links the phase observables to the integer ambiguities
zsu = [zsu,1, . . . , z

s
u, f ]T as well as the receiver and satellite

phase biases δu =[δu,1, . . . , δu, f ]T and δs =[δs,1, . . . , δs, f ]T ,
respectively. The common receiver and satellite clocks are
denoted by dtu and dts , while the receiver and satellite
code biases are denoted by du = [du,1, . . . , du, f ]T and
ds = [ds,1, . . . , ds, f ]T . The term ιsu denotes the first-order
slant ionospheric delay experienced on the first frequency.
The corresponding coefficients are defined as the ratios
μ j = (λ2j/λ

2
1) forming the f -vector μ = [μ1, . . . , μ f ]T .

The f -vector of ones is denoted by e = [1, . . . , 1]T . Apart
from zsu , δu and δs that are expressed in cycles (and the dimen-
sionless direction vector gsu), the rest of the quantities are all
in units of length.

The user observation equations (1) do not contain enough
information to solve for an integer ambiguity-resolved user
position. The reason being that (i) the range increments Δρs

u
are biased by the satellite clocks dts prohibiting unbiased
estimation of the user position Δxu and that (ii) the integer
ambiguities zsu are biased by the satellite phase biases δs pro-
hibiting integer ambiguity resolution. Note that the presence
of the receiver clock dtu and phase biases δu is not of con-
cern, as they can be eliminated by forming between-satellite
differences of the observables. The user thus takes recourse
to an external provider so as to acquire information on the
satellite clocks dts and phase biases δs .
For both network-RTK and PPP-RTK, the role of such
provider is taken by a network of receivers (Odijk et al.
2015). Special cases are single-baseline RTK and single-
station PPP-RTK, i.e. when the network consists of only one
single reference receiver. The observation equations of such
reference receiver, say receiver r , follow by replacing the
user index u with r in (1) and setting Δρs

r = 0, assuming
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that the reference receiver position (ZTD) is a priori known
(corrected), i.e.Δxr = 0. Thus, the reference receiver obser-
vation equations

E(Δφs
r ) = e (dtr − dts) − μ ιsr + Λ(zsr + δr − δs)

E(Δpsr ) = e (dtr − dts) + μ ιsr + dr − ds
(2)

form the basis for the provision of information on the satellite
clocks dts and phase biases δs .

2.2 State-space representation of the corrections

The goal is now to find a class of corrections with which
the user can correct his GNSS observables and obtain
ambiguity-resolved positioning solutions. As the reference
receiver observables, in (2), contain satellite clock and phase
bias information, it seems reasonable to take the vector
[ΔφsT

r ,Δps
T

r ]T as a member of such class. Subtracting the
stated vector from the user observables in (1) gives

E(Δφs
u − Δφs

r ) = eΔρs
u + e dtru − μ ιsru + Λ(zsru + δru)

E(Δpsu − Δpsr ) = eΔρs
u + e dtru + μ ιsru + dru

(3)

in which use is made of the between-receiver differencing
notation (·)ru = (·)u − (·)r . As the corrections cancel the
satellite-specific terms dts , δs and ds , an integer ambiguity-
resolved user position solution would follow by solving, e.g.
the between-satellite differences of the user-corrected obser-
vation equations (3). The correction vector [ΔφsT

r ,Δps
T

r ]T
is, however, not the only vector that can bring the user obser-
vation equations (1) into the same structure as that of (3).
In fact, if Δφs

r and Δpsr , on the left-hand side of (3), are
replaced by their arbitrary weighted least-squares adjusted
versions, the right-hand side remains unchanged. This can
be understood as follows. Let Δφ̂s

r and Δ p̂sr , indicated by
the .̂-symbol, denote least-squares adjusted phase and code
observables of the reference receiver r , respectively. The
claim follows then from the least-squares unbiasedness prop-
erties E(Δφ̂s

r ) = E(Δφs
r ) and E(Δ p̂sr ) = E(Δpsr ).

The difference between the adjusted observablesΔφ̂s
r and

Δ p̂sr and their original counterparts Δφs
r and Δpsr is due to

the presence of single-station model’s redundancy (Teunis-
sen 2000a). The redundancy is defined here as the number
of model’s observables minus the number of its estimable
parameters (whichwill be treated in Sect. 4.1). In the absence
of redundancy, however, the adjusted observables reduce
to the original ones, showing that the adjusted observables
encompass the original observables as special cases. A class
of single-station corrections is therefore characterized as fol-
lows

Observation-space representation
phase corrections : Δφ̂s

r
code corrections : Δ p̂sr

(4)

the corrections:

Initialization Epoch  

Phase/code bias 
solutions provided 

Epoch  

Clock/ionospheric
solutions provided 

Time  

User observations
needing corrections

Estimation of 

Epoch  

Fig. 1 Provision of state-space corrections over time. The bias and
clock/ionospheric solutions are, respectively, provided to the user, ko
and k epochs after the filter’s initialization (k ≥ ko). Collecting GNSS
measurements at epoch l ≥ k, the user is required to time-predict the
corrections (cf. Sect. 3.4)

Since the clock and phase-bias information, upon (4), is
conveyed to the user in terms of (adjusted) observables,
the above expression of the corrections is referred to as
‘observation-space representation’ (OSR). Such representa-
tion is commonly employed in RTK (Wubbena et al. 2005).

Aswith any real-timeGNSS applications, RTKusers need
to have instant access to the corrections (4), a situation that
often demands high data transmission. The data transmis-
sion can, however, be optimized through the minimization
of the corrections’ transmission rate, i.e. the frequency with
which the corrections are to be provided. This entails care-
ful modelling of the corrections’ temporal behaviour so as
to enable the user to time-predict the corrections, thereby
bridging the gap between the corrections’ generation time
and the positioning time (Wang et al. 2017). To get insight
into the temporal characteristic of the corrections (4), let us
first consider how they are formed by the individual param-
eters given in (2). From (2) and the unbiasedness properties
of the adjusted observables follows that

E(Δφ̂s
r )=−e dts − μ ιsr − Λ(δs − zsr ) + (dtr + Λδr )

E(Δ p̂sr )=−e dts + μ ιsr − ds + (dtr + dr )
(5)

Accordingly, the temporal behaviour of the corrections (4)
is not merely governed by the time-stable parameters (i.e.
the ambiguities and biases), but by the highly time-varying
parameters (i.e. the clocks and ionospheric delays). As a
consequence, the transmission rate of the corrections (4) is
required to be rather high, often higher than 0.1–1 Hz for
sub-cm positioning (Wubbena et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2017).

The distinct temporal properties of the parameters, in (5),
suggests sending individual parameter solutions, each with
its own transmission rate, to the user. The user can then form
the corrections (4) as combinations of such individual solu-
tions (see Fig. 1). The information content of the observation
equations (2) and (5) is, however, not sufficient to unbias-
edly determine the individual parameters (Odijk et al. 2015).
Only estimable combinations of them can be solved for. By
constraining a minimum set of parameters as an S-basis,
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a full-rank version of the observation equations is formed,
delivering such estimable parameters. Different choices of
S-basis lead to different sets of estimable parameters. The
adjusted observables (4) do, however, remain invariant for the
choice of S-basis, as they are estimable by definition (Teu-
nissen 1985). Let the estimable parameters be distinguished
from their original counterparts by the .̃-symbol. In terms of
the estimable parameter solutions, the corrections (4) can be
expressed as (compare with 5)

Δφ̂s
r = − e d ˆ̃t s − μ ˆ̃ιsr − Λ(

ˆ̃
δs − ˆ̃zsr ) + (d ˆ̃tr + Λ

ˆ̃
δr )

Δ p̂sr = − e d ˆ̃t s + μ ˆ̃ιsr − ˆ̃ds + (d ˆ̃tr + ˆ̃dr )
(6)

Of the constituent solutions, forming the corrections (6), the

clock and phase bias solutions d ˆ̃t s and (
ˆ̃
δs−ˆ̃zsr ) are needed for

computing an ambiguity-resolved user position (Khodaban-
deh and Teunissen 2015). With the provision of the code bias

solutions ˆ̃ds on the other hand, the user is able to make full
use of the ‘multi-frequency’ code data. Also when the dis-
tance between the user receiver u and the reference receiver
r is sufficiently short so that ιsr ≈ ιsu , the provision of the
ionospheric solutions ˆ̃ιsr would strengthen the user model
(3), i.e. by improving the user ambiguity resolution perfor-
mance through constraining the unknowns ιsru = ιsu − ιsr
to zero (Odijk 2002; Wielgosz et al. 2008). As long as the
user positioning performance is concerned, the provision of

the receiver-specific terms d ˆ̃tr , ˆ̃
δr and ˆ̃dr is, however, not

required. This suggests that the ‘packaging’ of the correc-
tions (6) can be further optimized in the sense of avoiding
the transmission of unnecessary pieces of information to the
user. Excluding the receiver-specific terms from (6) gives
another class of single-station corrections

ĉsφ = −e d ˆ̃t s − μ ˆ̃ιsr − Λ(
ˆ̃
δs − ˆ̃zsr )

ĉsp = −e d ˆ̃t s + μ ˆ̃ιsr − ˆ̃ds
(7)

in which the phase and code corrections ĉsφ and ĉsp are formed
by the following constituent solutions

State-space representation

clock corrections : d ˆ̃t s
ionospheric corrections : ˆ̃ιsr
phase/code bias corrections : (

ˆ̃
δs − ˆ̃zsr ), ˆ̃ds

(8)

Since the corrections are provided to the user in terms of
parameter (state) solutions, the above expression of the cor-
rections is referred to as ‘state-space representation’ (SSR).
Such representation is employed in PPP-RTK (Wubbena
et al. 2005). SSR offers the flexibility to provide corrections
of the time-stable and time-varying parameters separately,
allowing the user to time-predict the individual corrections

(8) on the basis of their distinct temporal behaviours. This
generally leads to lower data transmission rates than those in
OSR.

We conclude this section by comparing the single-station
PPP-RTK user’s corrected observation equations with their
RTK counterparts (3). After applying the PPP-RTK correc-
tions (7), the user observation equations (2) can be shown to
read (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2016)

E(Δφs
u − ĉsφ) = eΔρ̃s

u + e dt̃u − μ ι̃sru + Λ(z̃sru + δ̃u)

E(Δpsu − ĉsp) = eΔρ̃s
u + e dt̃u + μ ι̃sru + d̃u

(9)

Compare (9) with (3). Both are identical in structure, with
a difference, that the user unknown parameters in (3) are
replaced by their PPP-RTK estimable versions indicated by
the .̃-symbol in (9). In the next section we discuss how the
estimability of the PPP-RTK user parameters is dictated by
the choice of S-basis made by the provider, i.e. by the refer-
ence receiver r . A brief summary comparing single-station
PPP-RTK with single-baseline RTK is given in Table 1.

3 Single-receiver estimable parameters

In the previous section, we discussed that single-station PPP-
RTK and RTK differ from one another in their ways to
provide corrections to the user (Table 1). Comparison of the
between-satellite differences of the corrections (6) and (7)
does, however, reveal the following identity

ĉ1sφ = Δφ̂1s
r

ĉ1sp = Δ p̂1sr
(10)

where the between-satellite differencing notation is defined
as (·)1s = (·)s − (·)1. According to (10), the user positioning
performances aided by the corrections (4) and (8) would be
the same, if both the RTK and PPP-RTK providers employ a
same estimationmethod for generating the corrections. From
a data transmission perspective, however, PPP-RTK has the
advantage over RTK in that estimable versions of the indi-
vidual parameters are solved and disseminated to the user
with the aim of reducing the underlying transmission rate.
Characterizing such an advantage is not to degrade the RTK
performance, but rather to highlight the flexibility offered by
SSR. In this sectionwe showhow this can be realized through
an application of S-system theory to a multi-epoch formula-
tion of the reference receiver observation equations (2).

3.1 Multi-epoch formulation

Suppose that the reference receiver r collects a time series
of the observations ysr = [ΔφsT

r ,Δps
T

r ]T , in (2), over k
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Table 1 Single-station
PPP-RTK corrections compared
with their single-baseline RTK
versions. The term ‘combined
forms’ refers to the corrections
(6) and (7)

PPP-RTK RTK

Corrections d ˆ̃t s , ˆ̃ιsr , (
ˆ̃
δs − ˆ̃zsr ), ˆ̃ds Δφ̂s

r , Δ p̂sr

Combined forms

{
ĉsφ = Δφ̂s

r − d ˆ̃tr − Λ
ˆ̃
δr

ĉsp = Δ p̂sr − d ˆ̃tr − ˆ̃dr

{
Δφ̂s

r
Δ p̂sr

S-basis dependence Dependent Invariant

successive epochs i = 1, . . . , k. As the time-varying cor-
rections (8) need to be recursively generated over time, the
provider may process the stated time-series using minimum
mean squared error filtering techniques such as the Kalman
filter, see e.g. (Sanso 1980;Herring et al. 1990; Teunissen and
Khodabandeh 2013). The standard assumptions onwhich the
Kalman filter is based are placed on two types of models: the
filter’smeasurement model and dynamic model. We first con-
sider the measurement model. Defining the notations

A = −
[

Λ, 0
0, I f

]
, B =

[−e, −μ

−e, +μ

]
, Λo =

[
Λ

0

]
(11)

and eo = [eT , eT ]T , the filter’s measurement model is struc-
tured by the system of observation equations (2) as follows

Measurement model
E(ysr ,i ) = A (as,i − ar ,i ) + B bsr ,i +Λozsr + eodtr (i)

(12)

for i = 1, . . . , k. The satellite and receiver biases form the
vectors

as,i =
[

δs(i)
ds(i)

]
, ar ,i =

[
δr (i)
dr (i)

]
, i = 1, . . . , k, (13)

while the satellite clock and ionospheric delays form the vec-
tors

bsr ,i =
[
dts(i)
ιsr (i)

]
, i = 1, . . . , k (14)

In the above equations and in the following, we use the epoch
argument i to emphasize the time dependency of the quanti-
ties. In the case of the ambiguity parameter zsr , however, the
argument i is omitted. This is because the ambiguities are
constant in time if no slips occur.

The measurement model (12) links the parameters to the
GNSS observables. It does not describe the variability of the
parameters in time though. It is the filter’s dynamic model
that captures the temporal characteristics of the time-varying
parameters.Weconsider the following class of dynamicmod-
els

Dynamic model
E(nar ,i ) = ar ,i − ar ,i−1

E(nas ,i ) = as,i − as,i−1

E(n∂
qbs,i ) =∂

q
bsr ,i −

h∑
v=q

τv−q ∂
v
bsr ,i−1, q = 0, . . . , h

(15)

for i = 2, . . . , k. The term ∂
q
bsr ,i denotes the qth-order time-

derivative of bsr ,i , with ∂
0
bsr ,i = bsr ,i . τ is the measurement

sampling period, i.e. the reciprocal of the sampling rate.
The highest degree of the polynomial equations (the high-
est power of τ ) is given by the integer h. The zero-mean
process noises nar ,i , nas ,i and n

∂
hbs,i

are assumed to take
zero samples (Teunissen 2001).

The first two equations, in (15), describe constant-state or
random-walk processes (Odijk et al. 2015). They state that
the biases ar ,i and as,i (i = 1, . . . , k) are time-constant with
a degree of uncertainty. The uncertainty in the time-stability
of ar ,i and as,i is modelled through the choice of variances
of their process noises nar ,i and nas ,i . The smaller values the
variances take, the more time-stable the biases are assumed.
In the extreme case where the biases are assumed to behave
constant in time, the stated variances should be set to zero.

The choice of random-walk processes for modelling the
GNSS biases’ temporal behaviour is justified since such
biases are reported to behave rather stable over time, see
e.g. (Komjathy et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2018). Random-walk
processesmay, however, not fully capture the clock and iono-
spheric parameters’ time-variation as they can rapidly change
in time (Wang et al. 2017). As an extension of the random-
walk process, we therefore use a polynomial dynamic model
(the third set of the equations in 15) to describe the temporal
behaviour of the satellite clock and ionospheric parameters
bsr ,i (i = 1, . . . , k). As for the receiver clocks dtr (i), no
dynamic model is given in (15), meaning that the receiver
clocks are assumed unlinked in time.

To appreciate the choice for the polynomial dynamic
model, consider the last equation of (15) by setting q �→ h,
i.e.

E(n
∂
hbs,i

) = ∂
h
bsr ,i − ∂

h
bsr ,i−1 (16)

It states that the hth-order time-derivative of bsr ,i is time-
constant with a degree of uncertainty. The polynomial model
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Table 2 Estimable parameters of the single-station provider in case of the constant-state setup (17), given the associated S-basis
Ionospheric delays ι̃sr (i) = ιsr (i) + dr ,GF (1) − ds,GF (1)

Satellite clocks dt̃s(i) = dts(i) + ds,IF (1) − dtr (1) − dr ,IF (1)

Receiver clock dt̃r (i) = dtr (i) − dtr (1)

Sat. phase biases δ̃s, j (i) = δs, j (i) + 1
λ j

(μ j [ds,GF (1) − dr ,GF (1)] − [ds,IF (1) − dr ,IF (1)]) − δr , j (1) − zsr , j

Rec. phase biases δ̃r , j (i) = δr , j (i) − δr , j (1)

Sat. code biases d̃s, j (i) =
{
ds, j (i) − ds, j (1); j = 1, 2
(ds, j (i) − [ds,IF (1) + μ j ds,GF (1)]) − (dr , j (1) − [dr ,IF (1) + μ j dr ,GF (1)]); j ≥ 3

Rec. code biases d̃r , j (i) = dr , j (i) − dr , j (1)

S-basis parameters dtr (1), dr , j (1), δr , j (1), ds, j=1,2(1), zsr , j

(.),IF = 1
μ2−μ1

[μ2(.),1 − μ1(.),2]; (.),GF = 1
μ2−μ1

[(.),2 − (.),1]

therefore reduces to a random-walk (constant-state) model
for h = 0. When h ≥ 1, the remaining h equations of
(15), for q = 0, . . . , h − 1, follow by repeated integration of
the constant derivative ∂

h
bsr ,i−1 with respect to the sampling

period τ (Teunissen 2001). In the following we present full-
rank systems of equations underlying the Kalman filter of
the single receiver r for the two cases h = 0 and h = 1.
Thus, the time-variations of the satellite clock and iono-
spheric parameters are modelled by ‘constant-state’ (h = 0)
and ‘constant-velocity’ (h = 1) processes.

3.2 Constant-state setup (h = 0)

As shown by de Jonge (1998) and Odijk et al. (2015),
the system of undifferenced GNSS observation equations
is rank-deficient. This implies that the filter’s measurement
and dynamic models (12) and (15) cannot directly serve as
input for Kalman filtering. To remove the underlying rank-
deficiencies, a set of the parameters (S-basis) need to get
lumped into the remaining parameters (estimable parame-
ters), recovering the system of equations to one of full rank.
Thus, it is the full-rank versions of (12) and (15) that are
applicable for Kalman filtering. For the constant-state case
h = 0, such full-rank models can be expressed as

Constant-state setup

I :
{
E(ysr ,1) = A ãs,1 + B b̃sr ,1

FT ãs,1 = 0, ãr ,1 = 0, dt̃r (1) = 0

II :

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
E(nar ,i ) = ãr ,i − ãr ,i−1

E(nas ,i ) = ãs,i − ãs,i−1

E(nbs,i ) = b̃sr ,i − b̃sr ,i−1, i = 2, . . . , k

III : E(ysr ,i ) = A (ãs,i − ãr ,i ) + B b̃sr ,i + eodt̃r (i)

(17)

for i = 2, . . . , k. The constant-state setup (17) is divided
into three sets of equations. The first set I is required to

initialize the filter by estimating the parameters at the first
epoch i = 1. Not all the parameters can, however, be
solved for. The receiver clock dtr (1) is lumped into the
satellite clocks dts(i), whereas the receiver biases ar ,1 are
lumped into the satellite biases as,i . That is why their .̃-
versions are constrained to zero to constitute the S-basis.
Also not all the satellite biases as,1 can be solved for. The
ionosphere-free (IF) and geometry-free (GF) combinations
of the codes biases ds, j (1) on the first two frequencies ( j =
1, 2) are fully absorbed by the satellite clocks dts(i) and
the ionospheric delays ιsr (i), respectively (Khodabandeh and
Teunissen 2015). The parameters d̃s, j (1) ( j = 1, 2), forming

the vector FTãs,1, are therefore constrained to zero as well.
That the ambiguities zsr are absent in (17) is due to the fact that
they get lumped into the satellite phase biases δs, j (i). Thus,
z̃sr = 0. As a result, what the filter delivers as solutions do not
represent unbiased estimation of the original parameters, but
that of their estimable counterparts. The interpretation of the
single-station estimable parameters, together with the defi-
nition of the IF and GF combinations, is provided in Table 2.
Table 2 also presents the chosen S-basis formed by the
parameters at the first epoch only. This is due to the pres-
ence of the second set II, i.e. the dynamic models which
provide information on the time-difference of the parame-
ters. If such dynamicmodels are absent, the stated parameters
at the remaining epochs (i = 2, . . . , k) would need to be
chosen as S-basis as well. From the second epoch onwards,
all the parameters in the third set III can be recursively esti-
mated in their estimable form. It should be remarked that the
estimable parameters, in (17), inherit the temporal properties
of the original parameters. This is because they are biased by
time-constant offsets only, i.e. the S-basis parameters at the
first epoch i = 1 (cf. Table 2).

If the variance of the process noises nbs,i is close to zero,
the satellite clock and ionospheric parameters b̃sr ,i are then
considered ‘time-stable’ under the constant-state setup (17).
This is an implicit assumptiononemakes in baseline position-
ing to eliminate the satellite clock and ionosphere delays (for
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short baselines) by double-differencing. In other words, the
difference between the signal reception times, experienced
by the reference and rover receivers, can exceed 10 millisec-
onds within which one ‘common’ satellite clock parameter
is assumed for the two receivers (de Jonge 1998, pp. 27).
Although such assumption seems to be realistic for short
time intervals (several milliseconds), it does not necessar-
ily hold for longer intervals (over several seconds). In such
cases, the constant-state setup (17) needs to be extended so
as to accommodate the rapid time-variation of the clock and
ionospheric delays.

3.3 Constant-velocity setup (h = 1)

The constant-velocity setup follows by extending (17) so as
to include the velocity parameters ∂dts(i) and ∂ιsr (i) as addi-
tional unknowns. The corresponding full-rank version can be
expressed as

Constant-velocity setup

I :
{
E(ysr ,i ) = A (ãs,i − ãr ,i ) + B b̃sr ,i

FT ãs,1 = 0, ãr ,1 = 0, dt̃r (i) = 0, i = 1, 2

II :

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

E(nar ,i ) = ãr ,i − ãr ,i−1

E(nas ,i ) = ãs,i − ãs,i−1

E(nbs,i ) = b̃sr ,i − b̃sr ,i−1 − τ∂ b̃sr ,i−1

E(n∂bs,i ) = ∂ b̃sr ,i −∂ b̃sr ,i−1, i = 2, . . . , k

III : E(ysr ,i ) = A (ãs,i − ãr ,i ) + B b̃sr ,i + eodt̃r (i)

(18)

for i = 3, . . . , k. Similar to (17), the constant-velocity setup
(18) is divided into three sets of equations. Instead of one
epoch, however, the filter’s initialization requires the obser-
vation equations of the first two epochs (set I). This is due to
the inclusion of the velocity parameters ∂bsr ,i (i = 1, . . . , k)
as unknowns present in the dynamic model (i.e. in set II).
These unknowns are, however, not unbiasedly estimable. The
extra rank-deficiency, caused by the presence of ∂dts(i), can
be removed by extending the earlier S-basis to the receiver
clock at the second epoch, i.e. dtr (2). As a consequence, the
clocks dts(i) and dtr (i) aswell as the rates ∂dts(i) are biased
by the receiver velocity term

∂dtr (2) = 1

τ
[dtr (2) − dtr (1)] (19)

Table 3presents changes in the earlier single-station estimable
parameters by switching from the constant-state (17) to
constant-velocity setup (18). As shown, the ionospheric rates
∂ι̃sr (i) (i = 1, . . . , k) can be unbiasedly determined under the
single-station model (18). From the third epoch onwards, all

Table 3 Changes in the single-station estimable parameters in Table 2
by switching from the constant-state (17) to constant-velocity setup (18)

Estimable parameters changed

Satellite clocks dt̃s(i) �→ dt̃s(i) − [i − 1]τ ∂dtr (2)

Receiver clocks dt̃r (i) �→ dt̃r (i) − [i − 1]τ ∂dtr (2)

Extra estimable parameters

Velocity parameters

{
∂ι̃sr (i)
∂ d̃t s(i)

= ∂ιsr (i)= ∂dts(i) − ∂dtr (2)

Extra S-basis parameter

dtr (2) or ∂dtr (2) = 1
τ
[dtr (2) − dtr (1)]

the parameters in the third set III are recursively estimated in
their estimable form.

With the class of dynamic models (15) provided, one can
formulate further full-rank single-station setups, similar to
(17) and (18), to account for thehigher-order time-derivatives
of the satellite clock and ionospheric parameters bsr ,i like, e.g.

the acceleration parameters ∂
2
bsr ,i . This involves an exten-

sion of the earlier S-basis to the receiver clocks at further
epochs, i.e. epoch i = 3 and beyond. For a detailed dis-
cussion on S-system theory applied to GNSS observation
equations, see (Odijk et al. 2015).

3.4 User estimable parameters

Given the single-station setup (17) or (18), the PPP-RTK
provider, i.e. the reference receiver r , is in a position to
recursively generate the corrections (8) over time. As stated
previously, the distinct temporal properties of the original
parameters as,i and b

s
r ,i carry over to their estimable versions

ãs,i and b̃
s
r ,i . Thus, the transmission rate of the individual cor-

rections (8) can be tuned on the basis of the time-variations of
the original parameters. While the time-stability of the bias
parameters as,i can hold within several minutes up to few
hours, solutions of the time-varying parameters bsr ,i often
need to be provided with the transmission periods not higher
than 10–30 seconds (Wang et al. 2017).

Let us now revisit the scenario sketched in Fig. 1 in which
the bias solutions ˆ̃as,ko are provided to the user, ko epochs
after the filter’s initialization of the PPP-RTK provider. Due
to a low transmission rate taken for ˆ̃as,ko , the updated bias
corrections are not provided until ko epochs afterwards. Dur-
ing the interval [ko, 2ko], the solutions of the time-varying

parameters (i.e. ˆ̃bsr ,k) need to be provided, say, k epochs after
the filter’s initialization (ko ≤ k < 2ko). Collecting GNSS
measurements at epoch l ≥ k, the user is therefore required
to time-predict the PPP-RTK corrections using the individual
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Table 4 User estimable parameters, in (22), driven by the single-station corrections (21)

Position/ZTD Δx̃u(l) = Δxu(l)

Ionospheric delays ι̃sru(l) = ιsru(l) + dru,GF (1)

Ambiguities z̃sru = zsru − z1ru; s �= 1

Receiver clock dt̃u(l) = dtu(l)+du,IF (l)−dtr (1)−dr ,IF (1)−[l−1]τ ∂dtr (2)

Rec. phase biases δ̃u, j (l) = δu, j (l)−δr , j (1)+ 1
λ j

(μ j [du,GF (l)−dr ,GF (1)]−[du,IF (l)−dr ,IF (1)])+z1ru, j

Rec. code biases d̃u, j (l) = du, j (l)−dr , j (1)−[du,IF (l)−dr ,IF (1)] − μ j [du,GF (l)−dr ,GF (1)]

corrections

Clock/ionospheric corrections : ˆ̃bsr ,k, ∂
ˆ̃bsr ,k

Bias corrections : ˆ̃as,ko
Thanks to the dynamic models employed by the single-
station provider (i.e. set II in 18), the time-prediction of the
corrections at epoch i = l follows as

ˆ̃as,l = ˆ̃as,koˆ̃bsr ,l = ˆ̃bsr ,k + (l − k)τ ∂
ˆ̃bsr ,k

(20)

Here and in the following we refer to the time difference (l−
k)τ as latency. Thus upon employing the constant-velocity
setup (18) by the provider, the user is able to take care of
the latency by time-predicting the parameters ˆ̃as,l and b̃sr ,l .
Provision of the OSR corrections’ variation rate, for bridging
the latency, can also be made, see e.g. (Vollath et al. 2012).
This advantage comes at the expense that the velocity terms

∂
ˆ̃bsr ,k need to be provided as extra corrections, i.e. the number

of time-varying corrections becomes doubled. In view of the
reduction of the corrections’ transmission rates, doubling the
number of time-varying corrections will only be plausible if

indeed it reduces the transmission rate of ˆ̃bsr ,k /∂ ˆ̃bsr ,k by a
factor of more than two.
Making use of the notations ĉs = [ĉsTφ , ĉs

T

p ]T and (11),

together with ˆ̃zsr = 0, the corrections in combined form (7)
read then

ĉs = A ˆ̃as,l + B ˆ̃bsr ,l (21)

By applying the predicted corrections (21) to the user
observations ysu = [ΔφsT

u ,Δps
T

u ]T , the user’s corrected
observation equations (9) take the following form

{
E(y1u−ĉ1)=eoΔρ̃1

u+μo ι̃
1
ru+eodt̃u+Aãu

E(ysu−ĉs)=eoΔρ̃s
u+μo ι̃

s
ru+eodt̃u+Aãu+Λoz̃sru

(22)

for s = 2, . . . ,m, where Δρ̃s
u = gsu

TΔx̃u and μo =
[−μT , μT ]T (cf. 11). The vector of user estimable biases
is given as ãu = [δ̃Tu , d̃Tu ]T .

If the user collects measurements from at least (ν + 1)
satellites (i.e. m ≥ ν + 1), the system of observation equa-
tions (22) is full-rank (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015).
Due to the corrections’ dependency on the provider’sS-basis
(cf. Table 1), the estimability of the user parameters will be
driven by the S-basis. Their interpretation is presented in
Table 4.As shown, the user position/ZTD incrementsΔxu are
unbiasedly estimable. Importantly, the estimable ambiguities
z̃sru are straightforward double-differenced ambiguities and
thus integer-valued. The ambiguities of the reference satellite
s = 1, i.e. z1ru , are lumped into the estimable receiver phase
biases δ̃u . That is why they are absent in the first equation of
(22).

Now consider the case in which the distance between the
user u and provider r is short enough to assume ιsu = ιsr .
Under this assumption, the estimable ionospheric delays ι̃sru
reduce to (Table 4)

ι̃sru(l) = dru,GF(1) (23)

since ιsru(l) = 0. Substitution of (23) into (22) gives

{
E(y1u−ĉ1)=eoΔρ̃1

u+μodru,GF+eodt̃u+Aãu
E(ysu−ĉs)=eoΔρ̃s

u+μodru,GF+eodt̃u+Aãu+Λoz̃sru
(24)

for s = 2, . . .,m. Thus, the m unknowns ι̃sru (s = 1, . . . ,m)
are replaced by only one unknown dru,GF . This increase in
the user model’s redundancy raises the potential for instan-
taneous ambiguity resolution, where the integer ambiguities
z̃sru can be resolved by only a single epoch of user data (Odijk
2002). In the following we therefore focus our attention on
the ionosphere-correctedmodel (24) to study the role played
by the latency (l−k)τ , and thus by the prediction error of (20),
in the user single-epoch ambiguity resolution performance.

4 User ambiguity resolution performance

In this section, we present analytical expressions for the PPP-
RTK user ambiguity variance matrix and analyse the impact
the correction latency (l − k)τ has on the single-receiver
ambiguity resolution performance. As here the focus is to be
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Table 5 Model’s redundancy of the single-station constant-velocity
setup (18)

Parameter Condition Size

Satellite-differenced type

Constant-state
(Biases) 1 = 2 = . . .

ã1s
,i

= k

over k epochs

2(f − 1)(k − 1)
per satellite pair

Constant-velocity
(Clocks/ionosphere) 2 = 3 = . . .

b̃1sr,i−b̃1sr,i−1

= k

over k − 1 epochs

2(k − 2)
per satellite pair

# satellite-differenced type 2[f(k − 1) − 1](m− 1)

Satellite-averaged type

Constant-state
(Biases) =1 2

ãs̄
,i

first two epochs

2(f − 1)

Frequency-common
(Receiver clocks) 1 = 3 = . . .

dt̃r(i)

= 2f
over 2f observables

(2f − 1)
times (k − 2)

# satellite-averaged type (2f − 1)(k − 1) − 1

Redundancy 2(f − 1)(k − 1)m + (k − 2)(2m − 1)

The numbers of frequencies, epochs and satellites are given by f , k and
m, respectively

restricted to the double-differenced (DD) ambiguities z̃sru , we
will be workingwith the between-satellite single-differenced
version of (24). Using the notation ŷsr = [Δφ̂sT

r ,Δ p̂s
T

r ]T
and the identity (10), such observation equations follow by
subtracting the first set from the second set of the equations
(24) and substituting ŷ1sr = ĉ1s ,

E(y1su − ŷ1sr ) = eo Δρ̃1s
u + Λo z̃

s
ru (25)

With the above DD-like user-corrected observation equa-
tions, the user can obtain ambiguity-resolved solutions for the
position Δx̃u , providing that ‘successful’ integer ambiguity
resolution is applied. The decision whether or not ambi-
guity resolution is deemed successful is determined by the
probability of correct integer estimation, the so-called ambi-
guity ‘success-rate’ (Teunissen 1999b). The success-rate is
driven by the ambiguity variance matrix, which on its turn
is governed by the precision of both the user data y1su and
time-predicted provider data ŷ1sr in (25). We therefore first
discuss the redundancy of the constant-velocity model (18)
and address how it contributes to the precision of ŷ1sr .

4.1 Redundancy of the constant-velocity setup

Since the precision of the least-squares adjusted observations
ŷ1sr depends on the condition equations of the underlying
model (Teunissen 2000a), it is important to identify them for

the case of the constant-velocity model (18). The number of
condition equations is equal to the model’s redundancy. In
Table 5 we outline how the redundancy is built up from the
conditions imposed by the dynamic model in (18), i.e. the
second set II. To distinguish those conditions that contribute
to the DD ambiguity solutions, the condition equations are
divided into two parts: the satellite-differenced and satellite-
averaged types (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2018). Let
us first consider the condition equations of the satellite-
differenced type indicated by the superscript (.)1s . These
conditions are built up from the between-satellite single-
differenced version of (18) in which the receiver-specific
parameters dt̃r (i) and ãr ,i are absent. At the first epoch i = 1,
only 2 f − 2 (or 2[ f − 1]) out of 2 f biases ã1s,1 are estimable
per satellite pair 1s. Thanks to the constant-state dynamic
model taken for the biases ã1s,i (i = 1, . . . , k), these 2( f −1)
estimable biasesmust behave constant over k epochs, thereby
giving 2( f −1) times (k−1) condition equations per satellite
pair 1s. Likewise, because of the constant-velocity dynamic
model taken for the clock/ionospheric parameters b̃1sr ,i , the

difference b̃1sr ,i − b̃1sr ,i−1 (i = 2, . . . , k) must behave constant
over k−1 epochs, giving 2 times (k−2) condition equations
per satellite pair 1s. Thus, the total number of satellite-
differenced condition equations is equal to 2[ f (k − 1) −
1](m−1). It is these equations that contribute to the user DD
ambiguity solutions, as their satellite-averaged counterparts
are uncorrelated with the DD measurements (Khodabandeh
and Teunissen 2018).

We now turn our attention to the satellite-averaged condi-
tions indicated by the superscript (.)s̄ in Table 5. Due the
presence of the estimable receiver clock dt̃r (i) from the
third epoch i = 3 onwards, the constant-state assumption
on ãs̄,i only creates 2( f − 1) condition equations over the
first two epochs i = 1, 2. For the same reason, the dif-
ference b̃s̄r ,i − b̃s̄r ,i−1 does not create condition equations.
Instead, that the estimable receiver clocks dt̃r (i) are assumed
frequency-common among the 2 f observables ys̄r ,i , in (18),
gives (2 f −1) condition equations per epoch i (i = 3, . . . , k),
increasing the model’s redundancy by (2 f − 1)(k − 2).

In order to evaluate the user ambiguity variance matrix, in
the following the stochastic model of the between-satellite
single-differenced measurements yr ,i = [y12Tr ,i , . . . , y1m

T

r ,i ]T
is assumed given as

D(yr ,i ) = C ⊗
[
Qφ 0
0 Qp

]
(26)

in which C = DT
mCSDm , with the cofactor matrix CS =

diag(w−1
1 , . . . ,w−1

m ) whose positive elements ws are the
satellite elevation-dependentweights. Them×(m−1)matrix
Dm forms between-satellite differences (Teunissen 1997).
The f × f positive-definite matrices Qφ and Qp are the
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Table 6 Definition of the (co)variance-type scalars as used in this con-
tribution. TheGalileo dual- and triple-frequency examples (E1/E5a) and
(E1/E5a/E5b) follow by setting Qφ = σ 2

φ I f , Qp = σ 2
p I f ( f = 2, 3),

with μ1 = 1, μ2 ≈ 1.7933 and μ3 ≈ 1.7032 (σφ = 0.002 [m],
σp = 0.2 [m])

E1/E5a example E1/E5a/E5b example

Float: Qb̂b̂ =
[

σ 2
ρ̂

, σρ̂ι̂

σρ̂ι̂ , σ 2
ι̂

]
=

(
[e, μ]T Q−1

p [e, μ]
)−1

[
51.82 , −42.12

−42.12 , 35.72

]
[cm2]

[
50.12 , −39.92

−39.92 , 32.62

]
[cm2]

Fixed: Qb̌b̌ =
[

σ 2
ρ̌

, σρ̌ι̌

σρ̌ι̌ , σ 2
ι̌

]
=

([
e , −μ

e , +μ

]T
[
Q−1

φ , 0
0 , Q−1

p

][
e , −μ

e , +μ

])−1 [
5.22 , 4.22

4.22 , 3.62

]
[mm2]

[
5.02 , 4.02

4.02 , 3.22

]
[mm2]

σ 2
ρ̂|ι = σ 2

ρ̂
− (σρ̂ι̂/σι̂)

2, σ 2
ρ̌|ι = σ 2

ρ̌
− (σρ̌ι̌/σι̌)

2

cofactor matrices of the phase and code observable types,
respectively. The dispersion operator is denoted as D(.),
while the symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product (Hen-
derson et al. 1983).

In case of the dynamic model, the satellite biases ã1s,i
are assumed constant in time, and thus, the process noises
nas ,i , in (18), are set to be identically zero. If the zero-
mean acceleration of the clock/ionospheric parameters b̃1sr ,i ,

i.e. ∂
2
b1sr ,i , are normally distributed, the (co)variance matri-

ces of the process noises nb,i = [nT
b12,i

, . . . , nT
b1m ,i

]T and

n∂b,i = [nT
∂b12,i

,. . ., nT
∂b1m,i

]T , linking the parameters from
epoch j ≤ i to epoch i , read then (Teunissen 2001)

D
[
nb,i
n∂b,i

]
=

[1
3C ⊗ Sτ 3(i− j)3, 1

2C ⊗ Sτ 2(i− j)2

1
2C ⊗ Sτ 2(i− j)2, C ⊗ Sτ(i− j)

]
(27)

where

S =
⎡
⎣σ 2

∂2ρ
0

0 σ 2
∂2ι

⎤
⎦ (28)

The spectral density of the clock and ionospheric acceleration
parameters ∂

2
bsr ,i are given by σ 2

∂2ρ
and σ 2

∂2ι
, respectively. In

case of the satellite clocks, the spectral density σ 2
∂2ρ

may

vary between 1 and 7 [mm2/sec3], whereas the ionospheric
spectral density σ 2

∂2ι
may vary from fractions of [mm2/sec3]

to several [mm2/sec3], depending on the location and time
of the receiver data collection (Wang et al. 2018b).

4.2 Two single-epoch building blocks

Themodel’s redundancy of the single-station setup (18), out-
lined in Table 5, enables the PPP-RTK provider to compute
the adjusted observations ŷ1sr . Would one discard this redun-
dancy, then the combined correction ĉ1s = ŷ1sr reduces to
the single-epoch measurements ŷ1sr = y1sr . Substitution into
(25) gives

Single-epoch RTK model
E(y1su − y1sr ) = eo Δρ̃1s

u + Λo z̃sru,
(29)

which is the standard DD model. This indeed shows that
single-station PPP-RTK encompasses single-epoch RTK as
a special case. Let the minimum-variance least-squares solu-
tion for the vector z = [z̃12Tru , . . . , z̃1m

T

ru ]T , under the RTK
model (29), be given by ẑRTK. We will show that its vari-
ance matrix QRTK

ẑ ẑ can serve as a building block of the user
ambiguity variance matrix that is aided by the multi-epoch
corrections ĉ1s .

To form the second building block, for argument-sake
suppose that only the single-epoch bias solutions ˆ̃a1s are pro-
vided to the user. Due to the absence of the clock/ionospheric

solutions ˆ̃b1sr , the corrections (21) are changed to the term

ĉ1s �→(y1sr −B ˆ̃b1sr ). Replacing y1sr by this term in (29) gives

Single-epoch GF model

E(y1su −y1sr +B ˆ̃b1sr )=eo Δ1s
u + μo ι̃

1s
r + Λo z̃sru,

(30)

with the biased range increment Δ1s
u = Δρ̃1s

u − dt̃1s .
The model (30) is referred to as geometry-free (GF) since
the information about the relative receiver-satellite geometry
Δρ̃1s

u = g1su Δx̃u is hidden by the presence of the unknown
satellite clocks dt̃1s , thereby being disregarded (Teunissen
1997). It is not the position/ZTD increment Δx̃u (of size ν)
that are involved as unknowns in the model, but instead the
biased range increment Δ1s

u (of size m − 1). Note also that
the ionospheric delays ι̃1sr are included as extra unknowns.
Although the GF model (30) has more unknowns than the
RTK model (29) (thus being a weaker model), it is full-rank
and allows one to compute the corresponding minimum-
variance least-squares ambiguity solution ẑGF. The variance
matrix QGF

ẑ ẑ will be shown to serve as the second building

block. The precision of the solutions ẑGF and ẑRTK is char-
acterized below.

Lemma 1 (RTK and GF ambiguity variance matrices) Let
the variance matrix of the user data yu be equal to that of
the reference receiver yr as given in (26). Then, the variance
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matrices of the ambiguity solutions, under the RTK and GF
models (29) and (30), are given as

QRTK
ẑ ẑ =2{C⊗Λ−1QφΛ−1 + PGC⊗Λ−1(σ 2

ρ̂|ιee
T )Λ−1}

QGF
ẑ ẑ =2{C⊗Λ−1QφΛ−1 + C⊗Λ−1(σ 2

ρ̂|ιee
T +σ 2

ι̂
μeμ

T
e )Λ−1} (31)

with the projector PG = G(GTC−1G)−1GTC−1, where
G = [g12u , . . . , g1mu ]T and μe = μ − σρ̂ι̂

σ 2
ι̂

e. The definition of

the variance-type scalars σ 2
ρ̂|ι and σ 2

ι̂
is provided in Table 6.

Proof The single-epoch ambiguity variance matrices (31)
follow from the results of (Teunissen 1997). 	

The factor 2, in the expressions (31), highlights the depen-
dency of the ambiguity precision on the variance of the
between-receiver single-differenced data ysu−ysr that is twice
its undifferenced version. The expressions have been decom-
posed such as to clearly show the contribution of the phase
and code precision. Next to the phase cofactor Qφ which
is common to both the RTK and GF variance matrices, the
ambiguity precision is also governed by the rather poor pre-
cision of the code data through the code-driven variances
σ 2

ρ̂|ι and σ 2
ι̂
(cf. Table 6). While the RTK variance matrix is

only affected by the range variance σ 2
ρ̂|ι, its GF counterpart

is affected by both the range and ionospheric variances σ 2
ρ̂|ι

and σ 2
ι̂
. This is due to the inclusion of the extra unknowns ι̃1sr

present in (30). In contrast to its GF counterpart, however, the
RTK variance matrix depends on the (m − 1) × ν receiver-
satellite geometry matrix G through the projector PG . When
a minimum number of satellites (i.e. m = 1+ ν) are tracked
by the user, G becomes then a square matrix. For square and
invertible G matrices, the projector reduces to an identity
matrix PG = Im−1 (thus PGC = C). This is the weakest
case for the single-epoch short-baseline RTK model (29) in
terms of ambiguity resolution capability (Teunissen 1997).
The strongest case, known as geometry-fixed, follows when
PG = 0, i.e. when the position/ZTD increment Δx̃ is absent
in the model (29). In the geometry-fixed case, the RTK vari-
ance matrix is fully governed by the very precise phase data.

To get an indication of the ambiguity resolution strength
of the single-epoch models (29) and (30), one can use the
Ambiguity Dilution Of Precision (ADOP). The ADOP is
defined as (Teunissen 1997)

ADOP = √|Qẑẑ |
1

f (m−1) (cycle) (32)

where |.| denotes the determinant. From the ADOP, one can
infer an upper bound for the bootstrapped ambiguity success-
rate (Teunissen 2000b). The smaller the ADOP, the higher
the upper bound of the success-rate becomes. For ADOP
smaller than 0.14 cycles, the stated upper bound is always
higher than 99%. The following lemma provides closed-form
ADOP expressions for the variance matrices (31).

Lemma 2 (Single-epoch RTK and GF ADOPs) The ADOPs
of the RTK and GF models (29) and (30) are, respectively,
given as

ADOPRTK = √
2wo

σ̄φ

λ̄

(
σρ̂|ι
σρ̌|ι

) ν
f (m−1)

ADOPGF = ADOPRTK
(

σρ̂|ι
σρ̌|ι

)m−(1+ν)
f (m−1)

(
σι̂

σι̌

) 1
f

(33)

with σ̄φ = √|Qφ | 1
f , λ̄ = ∏ f

j=1 λ
1
f
j , and

wo =
(∑m

s=1 ws∏m
s=1 ws

) 1
2(m−1)

≤
√
2w̄
¯̄w (34)

where w̄ = (1/m)
∑m

s=1 ws and ¯̄w = ∏m
s=1 w

1
m
s (cf. 26).

The variance-type scalars σ 2
ρ̂|ι, σ 2

ρ̌|ι, σ 2
ι̂
and σ 2

ι̌
are defined

in Table 6.

Proof The ADOP expressions (33) follow from an applica-
tion of the results of (Odijk and Teunissen 2008). The proof
of the inequality (34) is in Appendix. 	

To get a better insight into the ADOP expressions (33), let us
first make some approximation. The inequality (34) implies
that the term

√
2wo is bounded from above by 2 for equal

elevation-dependent weights ws = 1 (s = 1, . . . ,m), i.e.
when ¯̄w = w̄ = 1. The precision of current GNSS phase data
is also about 1 per cent of their wavelength, i.e. (σ̄φ/λ̄) ≈
0.01. This gives the approximation

√
2wo(σ̄φ/λ̄) ≈ 0.02,

showing that the ADOPs (33) would have been indeed very
small if the variance ratios (σρ̂|ι/σρ̌|ι) and (σι̂/σι̌) were
absent. As shown in Table 6, the magnitude of these ratios is
about 100, since the codedata are almost twoorders ofmagni-
tude less precise than their phase counterparts. We therefore
arrive at the following rather crude approximation

ADOPRTK ≈ 0.02 × 100
ν

f (m−1)

ADOPGF ≈ 0.02 × 100
2
f

(35)

Accordingly, the GF ADOP is roughly about 0.02×100 = 2

and 0.02 × 100
2
3 ≈ 0.4 cycles for the dual- ( f = 2) and

triple-frequency ( f = 3) scenarios. These values are way
larger than 0.14 cycles, showing that instantaneous ambigu-
ity resolution is not feasible under the GFmodel (30). Hence,
although theGFmodel is inmixed-integer form, it is unlikely
to successfully map the ambiguity solutions ẑGF to their cor-
rect integers. In case of the RTK model (29), however, the
ambiguity resolution performance benefits from the number
of satellites m (see the dependency of the RTKADOP onm).
When the user receiver tracks a minimum number of satel-
lites (i.e. m − 1 = ν), the dual-frequency RTK ADOP is
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about 0.02 × 100
1
2 ≈ 0.2 cycles which is 10 times smaller

than its GF counterpart. With a modest increase in the num-
ber of satellites, say m − 1 = 2ν, the RTK ADOP reduces

to about 0.02 × 100
1
4 ≈ 0.06 cycles. With the single-epoch

RTK model (29), the user can therefore successfully resolve
ambiguities instantaneously.

While the ADOP is a useful indicator of the overall
model’s ambiguity resolution strength, it does not provide
information on the precision of individual ambiguities. Such
information can be provided by the conditional standard
deviations of the LAMBDA-decorrelated ambiguities whose
geometric average is equal to the ADOP (Teunissen et al.
1997). In Fig. 2 we present spectra of the stated conditional
standard deviations for Galileo dual- and triple-frequency
cases where the number of visible satellites is m = 8, with
three positioning parameters, i.e. ν = 3. For both dual- and
triple-frequency cases, all the RTK spectra are flat and well
below 0.1 cycles (green triangles). This is, however, not the
case with the GF spectra. The GF spectra (black dots) have
a ‘staircase’ pattern. When looking from left to right of the
figure, the first 7 (i.e.m−1) spectra represent the rather large
standard deviations of the GF ambiguities on one frequency
(several cycles). There is a large discontinuity from the first
to second 7 spectra for both dual- and triple-frequency cases
(0.2–0.3 cycles) and ditto from the second to third 7 spectra
for triple-frequency case (0.05 cycles). This is because the
second and third 7 spectra represent the relatively small stan-
dard deviations of the frequency-differenced GF ambiguities
(e.g. widelane and extra widelane ambiguities). Although the
large value of the triple-frequency GF ADOP (0.31 cycles)
shows that instantaneous full ambiguity resolution is not pos-
sible, it is still possible to reliably resolve a subset of the
ambiguities (Jonkman et al. 2000), e.g. the last 7 ambigui-
ties having spectra of similar magnitude as that of their RTK
versions.

4.3 Precision of theminimum-variance ambiguities

With the single-epoch RTKmodel (29), the user can thus per-
form, in principle, instantaneous ambiguity resolution. One
may then be inclined to conclude that the need for estab-
lishing multi-epoch filter setups like (18) is redundant. One
should, however, be remarked that the spectacular ambigu-
ity resolution performance of single-epoch RTK, presented
in Fig. 2, relies on a stringent assumption, namely that the
single-epoch corrections are instantaneously (i.e. with no
latency) assumedgiven to the user. In practice, the corrections
are delivered with nonzero latency. A more realistic descrip-
tion of the user ambiguity precision is therefore required
when the aiding PPP-RTK corrections are subject to time
delay.
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Fig. 2 Spectra of conditional standard deviations of LAMBDA-
decorrelated ambiguities for the single-epoch RTK and GFmodels (29)
and (30): (top) Galileo dual-frequency case E1/E5a; (bottom) triple-
frequency case E1/E5a/E5b

Theorem 1 (Precision of the minimum-variance ambigui-
ties) Given the scenario sketched in Fig. 1, suppose that
the single-station bias and clock/ionospheric corrections
of epochs ko and k ≥ ko are given to the user at epoch
l ≥ k, respectively. The variance matrix of the minimum-
variance least-squares ambiguity solutions, under the PPP-
RTK model (24), can then be expressed as

Qẑẑ = ko+1

2ko
QRTK

ẑ ẑ +[ 1

2ko
− 1

2k
](QGF

ẑ ẑ −QRTK
ẑ ẑ )+ Q(l) (36)

where

Q(l) = P⊥
GC ⊗ Λ−1BQb̂l

BTΛ−1

+ PGC ⊗ Λ−1σ 2
ι̂l
μeμ

T
e Λ−1 (37)

with the projector P⊥
G = Im−1 − PG. The 2 × 2 cofactor

matrix Qb̂l
depends on the latency (l − k)τ and is given by

Qb̂l
= (

k

k + 1
Q−1

b̂b̂
+ Q−1

∂ b̂l
)−1 (38)

The 2 × 2 matrices ([k + 1]/k)Qb̂b̂ (Table 6) and Q
∂ b̂l

(cf.
Appendix) denote the time-averaged and time-differenced
components of Qb̂l

, respectively. The variance-type scalar

σ 2
ι̂l
is the second diagonal entry of Qb̂l

.

Proof see Appendix. 	
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The expression (36) holds for the whole class of polynomial
dynamic models (15) underlying the single-station model of
the PPP-RTK provider. To facilitate its interpretation, the
user ambiguity matrix (36) has been written as the sum of
three terms. The first term is a scaled version of the single-
epoch RTK variance matrix QRTK

ẑ ẑ . The factor (ko+1)/(2ko)
indicates how the user ambiguity precision is improvedwhen
the multi-epoch bias solutions ˆ̃as,ko are provided, ko epochs
after the filter’s initialization at the provider side. The factor
is equal to 1 at the initialization (ko = 1) and decreases the
more the number of epochs ko. In the extreme case when
ko → ∞, the factor reaches its minimum value 0.5. This
shows, for sufficiently large number of epochs, that one can at
most tackle the uncertainty of the corrections, thereby leaving
the precision of the user data to solely govern user ambiguity
resolution (Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015). The second
term is due to the difference between the epochs ko and k at

which the bias and clock/ionospheric solutions ˆ̃as,ko and ˆ̃bsr ,k
are provided. This term is driven by the difference (QGF

ẑ ẑ −
QRTK

ẑ ẑ ). If both the solutions ˆ̃as,ko and ˆ̃bsr ,k are provided at
the same epoch ko = k, the second term would then vanish.
The third (last) term Q(l) depends on the latency (l − k)τ
through the 2× 2 cofactor matrix Q

∂ b̂l
. For the zero-latency

case l = k, themagnitude of the entries of Q
∂ b̂l

isnever larger
than the phase-driven matrix Qb̌b̌ (Table 6). Therefore, the
approximation Q

∂ b̂l
≈ 0 leads to Q(l) ≈ 0 for the zero-

latency case l = k. However, the magnitude of Q
∂ b̂l

(and
thus Q(l)) gets larger, the longer the time delay (l − k)τ
becomes. A general expression for the cofactor Q

∂ b̂l
follows

from the multi-epoch recursion of the provider’s filter (see
61 in Appendix). For the constant-velocity model (18), an
easy-to-compute upper bound of Q

∂ b̂l
is presented below.

Lemma 3 (Upper bound of Q
∂ b̂l

) Let the 2 × 2 cofactor
matrix S, in (28), be approximated as a scaled version of the
phase-driven matrix Qb̌b̌ (Table 6) by τ 3S ≈ γ Qb̌b̌, where
γ is a nonnegative scalar. Under the single-station constant-
velocity setup (18), the cofactor matrix Q

∂ b̂l
in (38) is then

bounded from above as follows

Q
∂ b̂l

= γl Qb̌b̌, with

γl ≤ 1− 1
k +2Δ(1 +Δ+ 2γ̄ Δ)− (1+[3−γ̄ ]Δ)2

6 + 4γ̄

(39)

with Δ = l − k and γ̄ = γ /6.

Proof see Appendix. 	

Figure 3 shows the factor γl (dotted lines) as well as its upper
bound as functions of the latency (l − k) for three different
values γ = 0.5, 1 and 2 (on a logarithmic scale). As shown,
for the zero-latency case l = k, the factor γl is always smaller
than 1, confirming that the entries of Qb̂l

are never larger than
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Fig. 3 Factor γl (dotted lines) as well as its upper bound (solid lines), in
(39), as functions of the latency (l−k) [epoch] for three different values
γ = 0.5, 1 and 2. The grey lines, shown in the zoom-in, correspond to
different epochs k = 10, . . . , 200

those of the phase-driven cofactor matrix Qb̌b̌ (Table 6). The
factor γl is also shown to be monotonically increasing with
latency. The factor is, however, not so much dependent on
the epoch k (see the zoom-in of the figure). The larger the
scalar γ , the larger the factor γl becomes. The magnitude of
γ shall be chosen on the basis of the temporal properties of
the satellite clock/ionospheric delays. As stated previously,
their spectral densities σ 2

∂2ρ
and σ 2

∂2ι
, in (28), are of the order

of [mm2/sec3], whereas the GNSS phase variance is of the
order of mm2. For the approximation τ 3S ≈ γ Qb̌b̌, in the
following we therefore set γ = 1 to analyse the impact of the
latency on the user ambiguity resolution performance. The
latency impact on the user ADOP is characterized below.

Lemma 4 (ADOP of the PPP-RTK model) The ADOP of the
PPP-RTK model (24) can be expressed as

ADOP =
√
ko + 1

2ko
× L × ADOPRTK (40)

in which the latency factor L is given by

L =
[
1+(σ−2

ι̌
−σ−2

ι̂
)ω2

ι̂

] ν
2 f (m−1)

∣∣∣I2+(Q−1
b̌b̌

−Q−1
b̂b̂

)Ωb̂

∣∣∣ m−(1+ν)
2 f (m−1) (41)

where

Ωb̂ = [1 − k + 1

k + k/ko
]Qb̂b̂ + [ ko

ko + 1
]Qb̂l

(42)

The variance-type scalar ω2
ι̂
is the second diagonal entry of

Ωb̂. The definition of the cofactor matrices Qb̂b̂ and Qb̌b̌ as
well as their entries σ 2

ι̂
and σ 2

ι̌
is provided in Table 6.

Proof see Appendix. 	
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Fig. 4 PPP-RTK user ADOP (40) (solid lines) as well as the corre-
sponding latency factorL (41) (dashed lines) as functions of the latency
(l−k)τ [second] for different numbers of satellitesm: (top)Galileodual-
frequency case E1/E5a; (bottom) triple-frequency case E1/E5a/E5b.
The values follow by setting ko = k = 100

The PPP-RTK user ADOP (40) has been expressed as a
scaled version of the single-epoch RTKADOP. The first term
(i.e. the multi-epoch factor

√
(ko + 1)/2ko) is never larger

than 1, while the second term (i.e. the latency factor L) is
always larger than 1. The role of the multi-epoch factor is
to show how much improvement in the user ambiguity reso-
lution performance is brought by the provider’s multi-epoch
setup, whereas that of the latency factor is to indicate the
degradation of the performance due to the time delay of the
corrections. The multi-epoch factor is bounded from below
by 1/

√
2, thereby decreasing the userADOP atmost by a fac-

tor of about 1.4. Hence, the multi-epoch filter setup is not so
much to improve the user ambiguity resolution performance,
but rather to enable the user to time-predict the corrections.

Figure 4 shows the user ADOP and its latency factor L
as functions of the latency (l − k)τ for Galileo dual- and
triple-frequency cases. For both cases, the latency factor is
shown to increase as both the latency and the number of satel-
lites m increase. Contrary to the latency factor, the ADOP
itself decreases the larger the number of satellites m. This is
because the decrease in the single-epoch RTK ADOP (33) is

larger than the increase in the latency factor (41) as a function
of m.

According to the results shown in Fig. 4, the correction
latency should not be higher than 3 seconds to have ADOP
smaller than 0.15 cycles when only 5 satellites are tracked
by the dual-frequency user, i.e. when f = 2 and m = 5.
For the case where more satellites are tracked (e.g. m = 10),
this maximum allowable latency can, however, be increased
to around 10 seconds to guarantee similar ADOP values. By
switching from the dual- to triple-frequency case, the stated
latency can be even higher than 20 seconds to ensure such
small ADOP values. Therefore, both the number of satellites
m and number of frequencies f canwork in tandem to enable
one to increase the maximum allowable latency of the PPP-
RTK corrections as far as the user-ADOP performance is
concerned.

As stated previously, the ADOP does not convey infor-
mation about the precision of individual ambiguities though.
To obtain further insights into the PPP-RTK user ambiguity
capabilities, we therefore also present spectra of the con-
ditional standard deviations of the LAMBDA-decorrelated
ambiguities in Fig. 5. The results have been shown for the
latencies of 0, 3, 10, 15 and 20 seconds. Their single-epoch
RTK counterparts (green triangles) are also shown as ref-
erence. For the zero-latency cases, all transformed spectra
are shown to be flat and at a slightly lower level than their
single-epoch RTK counterparts. As the correction latency
gets higher, the discrepancy between the spectra gets larger,
thus inheriting ‘staircase’ patterns more similar to that of
their single-epoch GF versions (cf. Fig. 2). Also note that
an increase in either of the number of satellites m and num-
ber of frequencies f can push the ambiguity spectra into a
lower level. Importantly, one should be remarked that the
cause of having small ADOP values for the triple-frequency
case, in Fig. 4, must mainly be attributed to the small con-
ditional standard deviations of the ‘frequency-differenced’
ambiguities. As shown in the bottom of Fig. 5, these con-
ditional standard deviations remain small even when the
latency increases to 20 seconds, just like their single-epoch
GF versions (Fig. 2). This can be understood as follows.
The frequency-differenced ambiguities (e.g. of widelane and
extra widelane types) are functions of the combined GNSS
measurements that have a less dependency on the geometric
range, clock and ionospheric delays. Thus, the precision of
such combined measurements (and linear functions thereof)
is not affectedbymuch, if the latencyof the clock/ionospheric
corrections increases. In such cases, small ADOP values do
not indicate that full ambiguity resolution is feasible. Instead,
one can go for the partial ambiguity resolution option and yet
obtain positioning solutions of reasonable precision (Wang
et al. 2018a).
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Fig. 5 Spectra of conditional standard deviations of LAMBDA-
decorrelated ambiguities for the PPP-RTK model (24) for different
correction latencies of 0, 3, 10, 15 and 20 seconds: (top) dual-frequency
case E1/E5a; (bottom) triple-frequency case E1/E5a/E5b; (left) number

of satellites m = 8; (right) number of satellites m = 13. Their corre-
sponding single-epoch RTK counterparts (green triangles) are shown
as reference
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Fig. 6 Single-epoch user positioning solutions using multi-epoch
single-station PPP-RTK corrections with latency of 10 seconds (Perth,
Australia, Trimble receiver CUTA, 28 October 2019, with 1-Hz sam-
pling rate): (left) E1/E5a Galileo-only, (middle) E1/E5a/E5b Galileo-

only, (right) E1/E5a Galileo-plus-GPS. At the bottom are shown the
ADOP (magenta lines) and number of tracked satellites (black lines)
over time. The instantaneous, empirical success-rates, from left to right,
are 99.3%, 99.9% and 100%, respectively

Example 1 To provide numerical insight into the user posi-
tioning performance, 1-Hz Galileo and GPS data-sets on
frequencies L1-E1, L5-E5a and E5b are utilized to generate
single-station PPP-RTK corrections under the multi-epoch
model (18). The corrections are then given to a user (several
meters apart) with latency of 10 seconds. The ionospheric
delays of the reference and user receivers are therefore almost
identical, ιu = ιr . Using (20), the user time-predicts the cor-
rections and applies them to about 5,400 epochs of data.

The corresponding single-epoch positioning solutions are
shown in Fig. 6. When looking from left to right, it can
be observed how an increase in the number of frequencies
and satellites reduces the number of incorrectly fixed solu-
tions (red dots). For the dual-frequency Galileo-plus-GPS
case, there is no incorrectly fixed solutions despite the larger
ADOPs than those of the triple-frequency Galileo-only case.
This can be understood from the flat and rather small dual-
frequency ambiguity spectra (m = 13) for the latency of
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10 seconds in Fig. 5. It is also important to remark—unlike
single-epoch RTK—that the user positioning solutions do
not necessarily experience two orders of magnitude preci-
sion improvement for non-zero latency cases. This is because
the user ambiguity-resolved carrier phase data are affected
by the uncertainty of the time-predicted reference data ŷ1sr
(cf. 25). �

From the user ambiguity spectra depicted in Fig. 5, we have
learned that the spectra’s signature is similar to that of their
single-epoch RTK versions for the zero-latency case, but will
approach the staircase pattern of their single-epoch GF ver-
sions (Fig. 2) as the correction latency increases. This is what
one should expect since the higher the latency, the larger
the amount of uncertainty involved in the time-prediction

of the clock/ionospheric corrections ˆ̃bsr ,l becomes (cf. 27).
In the cases where the correction latency is extremely high,

no information about ˆ̃bsr ,l can be retrieved by the user, just
like the single-epoch GF model (30). One would thus expect
the PPP-RTK user ambiguity performance to be a compro-
mise between its single-epoch RTK and GF counterparts.
This notion is made precise in the following corollary.

Corollary (RTK and GF building blocks) Let the scalar ε be
the phase-to-code variance ratio. With τ 3S ≈ γ Qb̌b̌ and the

crude approximation Qb̌b̌ ≈ ε

1 + ε
Qb̂b̂, the user ambiguity

variancematrix (36) andADOP (40) take the following forms

Qẑẑ ≈ ko+1

2ko

{
[1−α] QRTK

ẑ ẑ + α QGF
ẑ ẑ

}
(43)

and

ADOP ≈
√
ko + 1

2ko
×

[
1 + α

ε

] 2(m−1)−ν
2 f (m−1) × ADOPRTK (44)

where

α = 1 −
[

k + 1

k + k/ko

] [
k + 1

(1 + εl )k + 1

]
(45)

with the scalar εl = ( ε
1+ε

)γl (cf. 39).

Proof see Appendix. 	

Thus, the PPP-RTK user ambiguity variance matrix (43) can
be interpreted as aweighted average of its single-epoch RTK
and GF counterparts that is scaled by (ko + 1)/(2ko). The
weights (1 − α) and α tell us how close the PPP-RTK user
ambiguity precisionwould be to that of the single-epochRTK
andGF ambiguities. For the zero-latency case (i.e. when εl ≈
0 and k = ko), the weight α becomes zero, upon which the
PPP-RTK ambiguity precision is neverworse than its single-
epoch RTK version. As the correction latency (and thus εl )

increases, theweightα gets larger. In the limit, when εl → ∞
(cf. Fig. 3), the weight α tends to 1, upon which the stated
ambiguity precision becomes of the order of its single-epoch
GF version.

From the comparison of the ADOP expressions (40) and
(44) also follows that

L ≈
[
1 + α

ε

] 2(m−1)−ν
2 f (m−1)

(46)

The above approximation shows the dependency of the
latency factor (41) on various contributing factors, i.e. the
number of satellites m, number of frequencies f , phase-to-
code variance ratio ε and weight α. The latency factor is
shown to be monotonically increasing with (α/ε) andm, but
decreasing with f (Fig. 4).

5 Uncertainty of the corrections ignored

So far we based our analysis on an implicit assumption that
the PPP-RTK user takes the uncertainty of the singe-station
corrections ĉs , in (21), into account. This means that the
error variance matrix of the time-predicted corrections (20)
is required to be made available to the user. By applying the
error propagation law to the corrected data (ysu−ĉs) in (24),
the user would then be in a position to employ a properly
weighted least-squares adjustment, i.e. BLUE-estimation, to
compute the minimum-variance ambiguity solutions (Teu-
nissen 2000a).

In practice, however, the information about the correc-
tions’ error variance matrix is often not provided to the
user (Odijk et al. 2014). After all, the purpose of using SSR
(8) is to limit the amount of information to be transmitted
to the user. In the absence of such information, the correc-
tions ĉs may be considered precise enough to be treated as
nonrandom. For this case, the user only takes the variance
matrix of his own data ysu for the weighting of the corrected
data (ysu − ĉs) in (24). The consequence of this practice is
that the weighted least squares parameter solutions, includ-
ing thoseof the ambiguities,may loose its optimality property
of ‘minimum-variance’. This has the following two implica-
tions for user integer ambiguity resolution:

• Implication 1: Less precise float ambiguities. Such least-
squares ambiguity solutions arenot themost precise ones,
thereby having variances larger than those described
by the variance matrix (36). The user therefore cannot
achieve the highest ambiguity success-rate.

• Implication2:Suboptimal integer estimation. The inverse
of the corresponding reduced normal matrix, computed
by such least squares adjustment, does not represent
the variance matrix of the ambiguity solutions. Given
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such incorrect variancematrix, the corresponding integer
least-squares estimation of the ambiguities is not optimal
in the sense that it fails to deliver the highest success-
rate (Teunissen 1999a). This again results in a reduction
in the user ambiguity success-rate.

In the following theorem we address the extent to which
the variance matrix of such suboptimal ambiguity solutions
differs from its minimum-variance version (36).

Theorem 2 (Precision of the suboptimal ambiguities) Given
the scenario sketched in Figure 1, suppose that the user
ignores the uncertainty of the single-station corrections.
Under the PPP-RTK model (24), the variance matrix of such
least-squares ambiguity solutions, say QPRK

ẑ ẑ , is then related
to its minimum-variance counterpart Qẑẑ as follows

QPRK
ẑ ẑ = Qẑẑ + ΔQ(l) (47)

where

ΔQ(l) = P⊥
GC ⊗ Λ−1B(Q

∂ b̂l
−Qb̂l

)BTΛ−1

+ PGC ⊗ Λ−1(σ 2
∂ι̂l

−σ 2
ι̂l
)μeμ

T
eΛ

−1 (48)

The 2 × 2 cofactor matrices Qb̂l
and Q

∂ b̂l
are given in

(38), with scalars σ 2
ι̂l
and σ 2

∂ι̂l
being their second diagonal

entries, respectively.Moreover, the inverse of the correspond-
ing reduced least-squares normal matrix is given as

MPRK
ẑ ẑ = 1

2
QRTK

ẑ ẑ (49)

Proof see Appendix. 	

The expressions (47) and (48), together with (38), show that
the difference between the precision of the suboptimal and
minimum-variance user ambiguity solutions is driven by

Q
∂ b̂l

−Qb̂l
= Q

∂ b̂l
(
k + 1

k
Qb̂b̂ + Q

∂ b̂l
)−1Q

∂ b̂l
(50)

which on its turn is governed by the 2 × 2 cofactor matrix
Q

∂ b̂l
. The smaller the entries of Q

∂ b̂l
, the smaller this preci-

sion difference becomes. As previously illustrated in Fig. 3,
the entries of Q

∂ b̂l
are small (phase precision-level) for the

zero-latency case and monotonically increase with latency.
For low-latency cases, one can thus conclude that ignoring
the PPP-RTK corrections’ uncertainty does not degrade the
precision of the user ambiguities by much. With reference
to Fig. 3, the variance matrix QPRK

ẑ ẑ can, however, unbound-
edly deviate from its optimal version Qẑẑ when the correction
latency is high. In the context of ambiguity resolution per-
formance, the ADOPmay be employed to quantify the terms
‘low’ and ‘high’ latencies.
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Fig. 7 PPP-RTK user ADOP-ratio (51) as a function of the latency
(l − k)τ [second] for different numbers of satellites m: Galileo dual-
frequency case E1/E5a (solid lines); triple-frequency case E1/E5a/E5b
(dashed lines). The values follow by setting ko = k = 100

Lemma 5 (Suboptimal-to-optimalADOP-ratio) LetADOPPRK

denote the ADOP of the PPP-RTK model (24) where the
uncertainty of the single-station corrections is ignored. This
ADOP is related to its optimal version, in (40), as follows

ADOPPRK
ADOP =

[
1+(σ−2

ι̌
− σ−2

ι̂
)ω2

∂ι̂

1+(σ−2
ι̌

−σ−2
ι̂

)ω2
ι̂

] ν
2 f (m−1)

×
[ |I2+(Q−1

b̌b̌
−Q−1

b̂b̂
)Ω

∂ b̂|
|I2+(Q−1

b̌b̌
−Q−1

b̂b̂
)Ωb̂|

] m−(1+ν)
2 f (m−1) (51)

where

Ω
∂ b̂ = [1 − k + 1

k + k/ko
]Qb̂b̂ + [ ko

ko + 1
]Q

∂ b̂l
(52)

with ω2
∂ι̂
being the second diagonal entry of Ω

∂ b̂ .

Proof see Appendix. 	

Figure 7 shows the ADOP-ratio (51) as a function of the
latency (l − k)τ [second] for different numbers of satel-
lites m and for both the dual- and triple-frequency cases.
As expected, this ratio increases with latency. Note also that
the ratio does not depend on the number of satellites m by
much, but the number of frequencies f . Importantly, it can be
observed that the ADOP-ratio is close to 1 (less than 1.15)
for low-latency cases (below 10 seconds). With reference
to Implication 1, the user may therefore treat the PPP-RTK
corrections as nonrandom and yet his ADOP-performance
remains comparable to that of the minimum-variance case.
This indeed would have held true if 1) the latency is low, and
2) the ambiguity variance matrix (47) is taken as input to the
integer least-squares estimation. The latter concerns Impli-
cation 2. With the method of integer least-squares ambiguity
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Fig. 8 Examples of the 2D integer least-squares pull-in regions
(hexagons) for a single set of 50,000 float ambiguity solutions (dots).
The pull-in regions are formed by the correct (top) and an incorrect
(bottom) ambiguity variance matrices. The number of to-be-correctly-
fixed ambiguities, in the corresponding pull-in region (blue hexagons),
is maximized when the correct variance matrix serves as input. The
unique 99% confidence ellipse of the solutions (in black) is depicted in
both figures

resolution, the user achieves the highest possible ambigu-
ity success-rate, providing that the correct variance matrix
of the float ambiguities serves as input (Teunissen 1999a).
Would the user treat the PPP-RTK corrections as nonrandom
(deterministic), the weighted least-squares then incorrectly
delivers the positive definite matrix MPRK

ẑ ẑ , given in (49),
as the ambiguity variance matrix. Comparison of (47) and
(49) clearly shows that MPRK

ẑ ẑ �= QPRK
ẑ ẑ . Thus, matrix MPRK

ẑ ẑ
does not provide a realistic precision description of the user
ambiguity solutions.

To gain a better understanding of the role played by the
variance matrix in driving the user ambiguity success-rate,
consider the two-dimensional (2D) examples given in Fig. 8.
For a single set of 50,000 float ambiguity solutions, we have
plotted integer least-squares pull-in regions (hexagons) that
are formed by the correct and an incorrect ambiguity variance
matrices. For the correct variance matrix case (top panel of
the figure), the corresponding pull-in region (blue hexagon)
captures a maximum number of the to-be-correctly-fixed
ambiguities (green dots). This is because the shape and ori-
entation of the pull-in region is governed by the variance
matrix which describes the dispersion of the solutions. For
the incorrect variancematrix case, however, (bottom panel of
the figure), the pull-in region fails to capture the maximum
number of the solutions, since the input variance matrix does
not give a correct description of the solutions’ dispersion. As
a consequence, the success-rate drops from 99.5% to 96.9%,
leading to more to-be-wrongly-fixed ambiguities (red dots).

Example 2 (Example 1 continued) Consider again the 1-
Hz Galileo and GPS data-sets as discussed in Example 1.
We now make an extra assumption that the corrections’
variance matrix is absent and the user ignores the cor-
rections’ uncertainty by treating them as nonrandom. The
user ambiguity-resolved positioning performance is there-
fore suboptimal in the sense that it may fail to maximize the
number of correctly fixed solutions. The corresponding 5,400
single-epoch positioning solutions are shown in Fig. 9. For
the 5-second latency cases (top panel of the figure), it can
be observed that the Galileo-GPS integration does indeed
increase the success-rate from 99.5% to 100%. Thus despite
the usage of an incorrect ambiguity variance matrix, the user
success-rate remains high when the number of tracked satel-
lites is sufficiently large. For the 10-second latency cases,
however (bottom panel of the figure), the ambiguity success-
rate of the same Galileo-plus-GPS scenario drops to 98.6%.
As shown at the bottom-right of the figure, this reduction in
the ambiguity success-rate can be avoided if the user makes
use of the correct ambiguity variance matrix (47) as the input
of his method of integer least squares ambiguity resolution.

To highlight the role played by the distance between
the user and the provider, in Table 7 we present values
of the empirical ambiguity success-rate for two different
inter-station distances. Station CUTB is just a few meters
away from the provider, whereas the distance between sta-
tion UWA0 and the provider is 8km. For both stations,
the zero-latency cases lead to success-rates of 100%. How-
ever, when the corrections’ uncertainty is ignored for the
nonzero-latency cases, the reduction in the success-rate is
more pronounced for station UWA0. As with Fig. 9, Fig-
ure 10 shows user east-north scatterplots, but now for station
UWA0. As shown, the reduction in the success-rate can be
avoided if the correct ambiguity variance matrix is taken. 	
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Fig. 9 Single-epoch user east-north scatterplots using multi-epoch
single-station PPP-RTK corrections with latencies of 5 (top) and 10
(bottom) seconds (cf. Fig. 6). From left to right (and top to bottom), the
first three figures refer to the ‘incorrect variance matrix’ case where the
user ignores the corrections’ uncertainty, thus using the wrong ambi-
guity variance matrix (49). The fourth figure (bottom-right) refers to

the ‘correct variance matrix’ case where the user still ignores the cor-
rections’ uncertainty, but uses the correct ambiguity variance matrix
(47): E1/E5a Galileo-only (top-left) and E1/E5a Galileo-plus-GPS (the
three remaining figures). The instantaneous, empirical success-rates
are 99.5% (top-left), 100% (top-right), 98.6% (bottom-left) and 100%
(bottom-right)

Table 7 Instantaneous empirical success-rate as a function of the
latency Δ for two different inter-station distances. Station CUTB is
a few meters away from the provider, whereas the distance between
station UWA0 and the provider is 8km. Minimum-variance corrections

(i), corrections with the wrong variance matrix (ii) and correct variance
matrix (iii) are considered for the E1/E5a Galileo-only (E) and E1/E5a
Galileo-plus-GPS (E+G) scenarios (28 October 2019, with 1-Hz sam-
pling rate)

Δ = 0 Δ = 5 sec Δ = 10 sec
i/ii/iii i/ii/iii i/ii/iii

E CUTB 1.00/1.00/1.00 1.00/0.995/1.00 0.998/0.919/0.997

UWA0 1.00/1.00/1.00 1.00/0.979/1.00 0.998/0.903/0.996

E+G CUTB 1.00/1.00/1.00 1.00/1.00/1.00 1.00/0.986/1.00

UWA0 1.00/1.00/1.00 1.00/0.999/0.999 0.999/0.986/0.999
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Fig. 10 Single-epoch user east-north scatterplots of station UWA0 (cf. Fig. 9). The instantaneous, empirical success-rates are 97.9% (top-left),
100% (top-right), 98.6% (bottom-left) and 99.9% (bottom-right)

The results, shown inFigs. 9 and10, togetherwithTable 7, are
in agreement with our analytical results in (47) and (51). The
conclusion reads therefore that the PPP-RTK user ambigu-
ity resolution performance does not differ too much from its
minimum-variance counterpart if 1) the correction latency
would be low, and 2) the precision description of the float
ambiguities are correctly given as input to the user’s method
of ambiguity resolution. The latter can, for instance, be han-
dled through evaluating the corrections’ variance matrix by
the user himself (Odijk et al. 2014).

6 Summary and conclusions

In this contribution we developed a framework to generate
and time-predict multi-epoch PPP-RTK corrections from the
GNSS data of a single station. Analytical expressions of the

user ambiguity variance matrix were presented to study the
role played by the correction latency, and thus by the correc-
tions’ prediction error, in the user single-epoch ambiguity
resolution performance. Our main findings are summarized
as follows:

• SSR linked to OSR. We started off by discussing the fine
distinction between single-station PPP-RTK and RTK.
The combined PPP-RTKcorrections (7), with state-space
representation (SSR), were shown to differ from their
RTK versions (4), with observation-space representation
(OSR), only in their S-basis dependent receiver-specific
terms (Table 1). Their respective user positioning per-
formances would therefore be the same, if both the
single-station PPP-RTK and RTK providers employ a
same estimation method for generating the corrections.
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• Single-receiver estimable parameters. The distinct tem-
poral properties of the GNSS individual parameters
suggest sending parameter solutions, each with its own
transmission rate, to the user. This is the advantage PPP-
RTK has over RTK in that estimable versions of the
individual parameters are solved and disseminated to the
user with the aim of reducing the data transmission rate.
To realize this, we applied S-system theory to a class of
polynomial dynamic models (15) and identified single-
receiver estimable parameters of both the provider and
the user (Tables 2 to 4). It was shown that the estimable
parameters inherit the temporal properties of their origi-
nal counterparts.

• Marginal ambiguity precision improvement by ‘multi-
epoch’ corrections. The multi-epoch condition equations
that are imposed by the single-station constant-velocity
setup (18) were characterized (Table 5). It is these equa-
tions that contribute to the precision of the PPP-RTK
corrections and therefore to that of the user ambigu-
ity solutions. The provider’s multi-epoch filter setup is,
however, not so much to improve the user ambiguity
resolution performance, but rather to enable the user to
time-predict the corrections.

• Building blocks of the user ambiguity variance matrix.
The single-stationPPP-RTKuser ambiguity performance
was shown to be a compromise between its single-epoch
RTK and geometry-free (GF) building blocks. The for-
mer follows when the corrections are provided to the
user instantaneously (i.e. with zero-latency), whereas
the latter follows when no information on the satellite
clock/ionospheric delays is given. With the provision of
ko-epoch bias corrections, the user ambiguity matrix Qẑẑ

was therefore shown to approximate

Qẑẑ ≈
⎧⎨
⎩

ko+1
2ko

QRTK
ẑ ẑ , zero-latency

ko+1
2ko

QGF
ẑ ẑ , high-latency

(53)

• Role of the number of satellites and number of frequen-
cies. Supported by the numerical results, our ADOP-
analysis showed that both the number of satellites and
number of frequencies can work in tandem to enable one
to increase the correction latency of the PPP-RTK cor-
rections. To have ADOP values smaller than 0.15 cycles,
the latency should be below 5 seconds for dual-frequency
data of 5 satellites. The stated latency can, however,
be increased to over 10 seconds when dual- or triple-
frequency data of more than 10 satellites are tracked.

• Suboptimal vs. minimum-variance ambiguity solutions.
In practice, the corrections’ variance matrix is often not
provided to the user. We thus quantified the extent to
which the precision of the user ambiguity solutions dif-
fers from that of their minimum-variance versions, when

the user ignores the corrections’ uncertainty, thereby
treating them as nonrandom. Such suboptimal user ambi-
guity matrix QPRK

ẑ ẑ was shown to approximate

QPRK
ẑ ẑ ≈

{
Qẑẑ, low-latency
∞, high-latency

(54)

Thus for low-latency cases, the precision of the user
ambiguities is not degraded by much. For high-latency
cases, the variance matrix QPRK

ẑ ẑ can, however, unbound-
edly deviate from its optimal version Qẑẑ . In order to do
proper justice to the user ambiguity resolution strength,
the user is required to achieve the highest possible ambi-
guity success-rate. This can be realized if the precision
description of the float ambiguities is correctly given as
input to the user’s method of ambiguity resolution.
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Appendix

Proof of the inequality (34) in Lemma 2. Substitution of the
identities

∑m
s=1 ws = mw̄ and

∏m
s=1 ws = ¯̄wm into the first

expression of (34) gives

wo = 1√ ¯̄w

(
w̄

¯̄w
) 1

2(m−1)

m
1

2(m−1)

≤
√

w̄

¯̄w m
1

2(m−1)

(55)

The above inequality holds if the term ( w̄
¯̄w )

1
2(m−1) is a mono-

tonically decreasing function ofm ≥ 2 when w̄ ≥ ¯̄w. This is
always the case because of the ‘arithmetic-geometric-mean
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inequality’. This, together with the inequality
√
2 ≥ m

1
2(m−1) ,

gives (34). 	

Proof of Theorem (1) To prove (36), we apply the least-
squares conditional adjustment to the user GF ambiguity
solutions. Such solutions follow from the GF model (30)
by replacing the reference data y1sr with its time-averaged
version y1s

r ,k̄o
(Khodabandeh and Teunissen 2015),

ẑGF
ru,k̄o

= [φu(l) − φr (k̄o)] − [Im−1 ⊗ B][b̂u,l − b̂u,k̄o ] (56)

Application of the error propagation law to (56) gives

QGF
ẑ ẑ,k̄o

= ko+1

2ko
QGF

ẑ ẑ (57)

since D(φr (k̄o)) = (1/ko)D(φu(l)) and D(b̂u,k̄o) = (1/ko)

D(b̂u,l).When the ‘time-prediction’ of the satellite clock/ion-
ospheric delays b̂u,l are provided as b̂r ,l|k , the ambiguity
solutions (56) can be adjusted through the resultant misclo-
sure vector

t =
[
Im−1 ⊗ uT2
G⊥T ⊗ uT1

]
(b̂u,l − b̂r ,l|k) (58)

with u1 = [1, 0]T , u2 = [0, 1]T , and G⊥ being an orthogo-
nal complement basis matrix ofG. The first set of misclosure
vector (58) states that the ionospheric delays of the user and
provider must have the same mean, while the second set
states that clock solutions must have the same mean. The
expression (36) follows then from the least-squares condi-
tional formula (Teunissen 2000a)

Qẑẑ = QGF
ẑ ẑ,k̄o

− QẑGF
ru,k̄o

,t Q
−1
t t Qt,ẑGF

ru,k̄o
(59)

and the equality

QẑGF
ru,k̄o

,t Q
−1
t t Qt,ẑGF

ru,k̄o
= k + 1

2k
(QGF

ẑ ẑ − QRTK
ẑ ẑ ) − Q(l) (60)

with Qtt and QẑGF
ru,k̄o

,t being the variance matrix of t and

covariance matrix between ẑGF
ru,k̄o

and t , respectively. 	

Proof of Lemma (3) Since the proof is lengthy, we only give
a sketch. Let the vectors n∂

qb,i (q = 2, . . . , h) be defined in
the same way as the process noise vectors nb,i and n∂b,i in
(27). Also let us define the higher-dimension vectors ϑr ,i =
[∂bTr ,i , . . . , ∂

h
bTr ,i ]T and ηi = [nT∂b,i , . . . , nT∂hb,i ]

T . Then, the

last expression of the dynamicmodel (15) takes the following
multi-epoch structure

E(nb,[k]) = [DT
k ⊗ I2(m−1)] br ,[k] − FT

1 ϑr ,[k]
E(η[k]) = + FT

2 ϑr ,[k]
(61)

where use is of the multi-epoch notation (·)[k] = [(·)T1 , . . . ,

(·)Tk ]T . The k × (k − 1) matrix Dk forms between-epoch
differences. The entries of the coefficient matrices F1 and F2
follow from (15) and are specified once the highest degree
of the polynomial equations h is chosen. Solving the last
set of equations i = k, k − 1, . . . , k − p of (61) (with 0 ≤
p ≤ k−1) gives an upper bound for the unknown parameter
∂br ,k . The upper bound gets sharper the more the epochs p.
For the constant-velocity model h = 1, the upper bound (39)
is obtained based on the last two epochs k and k − 1. 	

Proof of Lemma (4) Application of the determinant factoriza-
tion rule (Koch 1999) to (36) gives

|Qẑẑ | =
[
ko+1
2ko

] f (m−1) |QRTK
ẑ ẑ |

× |I f(m−1)+Q−1
φ BΩb̂ B

T ⊗P⊥T
G |

× |I f(m−1)+[Qφ+σ 2
ρ̂|ιee

T ]−1ω2
ι̂
μeμ

T
e ⊗PT

G |
(62)

The second term in (62) can be simplified as

|I f(m−1)+Q−1
φ BΩb̂ B

T ⊗P⊥T
G |

= |I2(m−1−ν)+BT Q−1
φ BΩb̂⊗ I(m−1−ν)|

= |I2 + (Q−1
b̌b̌

−Q−1
b̂b̂

)Ωb̂|(m−1−ν)

(63)

since BT Q−1
φ B = Q−1

b̌b̌
−Q−1

b̂b̂
. Likewise, the third term in

(62) can be simplified as

|I f(m−1)+[Qφ+σ 2
ρ̂|ιee

T ]−1ω2
ι̂
μeμ

T
e ⊗PT

G |
= |Iν +μT

e [Qφ+σ 2
ρ̂|ιee

T ]−1μeω
2
ι̂
⊗ Iν |

= [1 + (σ−2
ι̌

−σ−2
ι̂

)ω2
ι̂
]ν

(64)

since μT
e [Qφ +σ 2

ρ̂|ιee
T ]−1μe = σ−2

ι̌
−σ−2

ι̂
. Substitution of

(63) and (64) into (62), together with (32), gives (40). 	

Proof of Corollary With τ 3S ≈ γ Qb̌b̌ and approximation

Qb̌b̌ ≈ ε

1 + ε
Qb̂b̂, the matrix Q(l) in (37) takes the fol-

lowing form

Q(l) ≈
[

(k + 1)εl
2(1 + εl )k + 2

]
(QGF

ẑ ẑ − QRTK
ẑ ẑ ) (65)

The result (43) follows then by substituting (65) into (36). To
prove (44), consider the approximation Ωb̂ ≈ α Qb̂b̂ giving

|I2 + (Q−1
b̌b̌

−Q−1
b̂b̂

)Ωb̂| ≈ [1 + (σ−2
ι̌

−σ−2
ι̂

)ω2
ι̂
]2 ≈ [1 + α

ε
]2

(66)

Combining the above result with (62), along with (63) and
(64), yields (44). 	

Proof of Theorem (2) The proof goes along the same lines
as the proof of Theorem (1). The suboptimal ambiguity
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solutions are obtained from an application of the weighted
least-squares conditional adjustment (Teunissen 2000a) to
the user GF ambiguity solutions (56). The variance matrix
(47) follows then by an application of the error propaga-
tion law to the weighted adjusted ambiguity solutions. The
incorrect variancematrix (49) is reported by the least-squares
adjustment, when the variancematrix of ŷ1sr in (25) is ignored
(i.e. set to zero). The model becomes then identical to the
RTK model (29), with a difference, that the data variance
matrix is wrongly assumed to be reduced by half. 	

Proof of Lemma (5) As with (62), an application of the deter-
minant factorization rule to (47) gives

|QPRK
ẑ ẑ | =

[
ko+1
2ko

] f (m−1) |QRTK
ẑ ẑ |

× |I2 + (Q−1
b̌b̌

−Q−1
b̂b̂

)Ω
∂ b̂|(m−1−ν)

× [1 + (σ−2
ι̌

− σ−2
ι̂

)ω2
∂ι̂

|ν
(67)

Dividing (67) by (62), together with (32), gives (51). 	
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